STAGE 1
We are increasingly involved with the scheduling and design of internal and external sign packages for a variety of companies and building types. The resulting documentation a schedule ... marked up location plans, colour visuals of all sign types and budget estimates can be used for tender purposes.

Visit site and meet with client, operators, contractors, architects and designers. Experience has taught us to invest time and effort at the beginning of the project to gain a thorough understanding of your requirements. Using methods refined in education projects around the country to derive a sound wayfinding structure and sign solution.

STAGE 2
PLANNING
We can provide practical help and advice on all planning-related matters, where necessary making applications with supporting drawings and signage specifications. We understand planning consent requirements and the regulations relating to conservation areas and listed buildings. Our experience in these and other areas enables us to facilitate the overall planning process, avoiding issues that would otherwise cause delay.

MANUFACTURE & DESIGN
We offer a wide range of signage solutions using all manufacturing processes, technologies and materials. Our in house capabilities include metal and acrylic fabrication, glass work, engraving CNC routing, illumination, digital printing, silk screen printing, vinyl graphics and lettering.

On going investment in software, equipment and staff training enable us to produce any sign type from the largest to the smallest quickly and cost effectively.

Our in house graphics department offers a full design service. You can either provide us with your brief or we can interpret your ideas. Which ever option we have the skills to create sign solutions that will enhance your brand and meet specific functional requirements.

STAGE 3
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
The success of any signage system relies on professional installation and maintenance. Whether for an individual sign or a large-scale rollout, we operate to the same exacting standards.

We employ dedicated installation teams throughout the UK (CSCS Registered, SAFEContractor, CHAS and Constructionline Approved), all fully equipped and skilled, all experienced in working with multiple contractors on-site.

We also prepare all relevant documentation prior to installation, such as risk assessments and method statements. Once signs are in place, we can provide maintenance programmes to optimise their performance and protect your financial investment.

STAGE 4
We believe that good signing should link different spaces in a building, be coherent and unified. DMA signs offers a design lead wayfinding solutions including: consultancy, onsite signage surveys, sign design and scheduling, tender preparation and planning applications as well as installation using our own fully trained in-house crews.

STAGE 5
Company profile
For over thirty years, DMA Signs Limited has earned its reputation for providing high quality signing and design-led solutions on time and to budget. We are proud of our signs and place great importance on working closely with the end user, in partnership with client, architects and designers, or through building contractors on new builds and PFI projects throughout the UK.

DMA Signs are able to carry out both large and small projects of varying complexity using our range of modular and bespoke signing systems and will be happy to work with you to bring your plans to fruition.

We believe that good signing should link different spaces in a building, be coherent and unified. DMA signs offers a design lead wayfinding solutions including: consultancy, onsite signage surveys, sign design and scheduling, tender preparation and planning applications as well as installation using our own fully trained in-house crews.

The DMA way of working
DMA Signs Ltd produces co-ordinated signage programmes for many leading companies and public sector bodies. These organisations have complex corporate signing requirements, which we seek to understand and satisfy through our expertise.

Whether it’s for a complete re-signing project or improvements to an existing system, with DMA’s way of working structure we are sure to meet your corporate requirements.

SURVEY
Experienced and fully trained consultants undertake comprehensive site surveys to establish what signage is required and how it should be installed and where for maximum effect, allowing where necessary for the legal requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act.

This is an observational process, during which we look, listen, evaluate, interpret and analyse. The benefit to our client is that we offer a full understanding of their requirements and an excellent knowledge of the site in question concluding in a precise signage brief.

Just about design
We are increasingly involved with the scheduling and design of internal and external sign packages for a variety of companies and building types. The resulting documentation a schedule in database format, electronically marked up location plans, colour visuals of all sign types and budget estimates can be used for tender purposes.

STAGE 1
Visit site and meet with client, operators, contractors, architects and designers. Experience has taught us to invest time and effort at the beginning of the project to gain a thorough understanding of the project. We then agree the scope of works and conduct detailed analyses using methods refined in education projects around the country to derive a sound wayfinding structure and sign solution.

STAGE 2
Prepare a first draft schedule, which includes marked up plans, signage location photographs, as well as the development of sign visuals. Our initial discussions about your ideas will establish the full scope of design possibilities and price range.

STAGE 3
Second site visit include a detailed review of schedule and plans, presentation of design proposals, ascertain installation requirements which includes the need for any additional plant, permit to dig and request for the scanning of buried services. We can also project manage essential administration and negotiate planning applications on behalf of our client. We can bring together all the various skills and services that are required, from ideas right through to final installation.

STAGE 4
Revise documentation Prepare budgets.

STAGE 5
*Sign off* Prepare tender documentation, and issue in electronic format. We will also issue full O&M information upon request.
We **create. connect. inspire. define.**

Good signing creates the right first impression and helps businesses to stand out from the modern-day landscape of visual noise. DMA Signs specialises in the design, manufacture and installation of high quality architectural signs. With a focus on client budgets, design, DDA requirements and customer service, we are committed to providing high quality signing.

**create**  
We deliver stunning signs that enhance your buildings rather than clutter them. Whether you want to display useful information, make a statement or make it easier for patients, visitors and staff to find their way, signs are an opportunity to reduce the personal stress associated with navigating an unknown site. Helping improve the visitors experience will benefit patients, visitors and staff.

**connect**  
As a trusted business partner our aim is to advise you and help you to make decisions about your signing strategy and the most suitable materials. We will assign a project manager to ensure your project runs smoothly from its inception to satisfactory completion.

**inspire**  
We have well over 30 years’ experience in the signage industry. As well as designing, manufacturing and installing your signs, we can offer you expert advice on which signs to use and how to use them in the best possible way.

**define**  
From planning to final outcome, we take responsibility. We manage expectations and co-ordinate with all parties throughout. We apply professional standards, attention to detail, and strict quality controls, to everything we do.
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Homerton University Hospital
Case study
Medway Hospital
Case study
Moorfields Eye Hospital
Case study
In response to NHS England guidelines on safer staffing and transparency within the NHS, DMA Signs have recently worked with St Georges Hospital NHS Trust to design, manufacture and install a Ward Staffing Noticeboard.

DMA Signs can design and manufacture the noticeboard to any colour and specification as required. We have also designed and developed an information board for above patients beds. Which includes the details of Nurse and/or consultant looking after the patient. This can be designed to customer specification with either a wipe board finished so the details can be written on the board, or a printed version with magnetic strips so the board can be removed and changed.
Lewisham NHS Trust
Case study
DMA Signs worked with Lewisham Hospital to create a colour coded wayfinding system to help patients find their way around the hospital and improve the overall patient experience.
Redhill Hospital
Case study
Medway - Car Park gantry signs
Case study
KIMS Kent Institute of Medicine & Surgery
Case study